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Expectations’ Inflation Module

The Survey of Consumer Expectations (SCE) infers respondents’ inflation
expectations from density forecasts. Using numeracy data and tests for co-
herence among 117,000 respondents to the SCE, I find that density forecasts
suffer non-negligible reporting bias and selective nonresponse. A simple
verbal question collected by the SCE suffers neither of these deficiencies
and so has better properties to deliver an accurate snapshot of the popula-
tion’s inflation expectations than the headline measures of inflation expec-
tations published by the SCE. I demonstrate how the verbal measure can be
harnessed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in density forecasts.
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Survey data on consumer expectations are influential. One
concrete measure of their influence is that investors paid for early access to theMichi-
gan Survey of Consumers and trading volumes increased on the release of those data
(Hiban 2013). These data also speak to a core question in economics–how quickly and
completely do people update their inflationary expectations? (e.g., Coibion, Gorod-
nichenko, and Kamdar 2018, Forder 2010). Much of what we know about expecta-
tions formation and updating comes from survey measures of expectations (e.g., Ar-
mantier et al. 2016, Binder 2017, Capistran and Timmermann 2009; Mankiw, Reis,
and Wolfers 2003, Dräger and Lamla 2012, Malmendier and Nagel 2016, Clements
2018, Rudd 2022). Substantial resources are invested in collecting survey data on
expectations–in theUnited States alone, the Survey of Consumer Expectations (SCE),
the Conference Board, and the Michigan Survey of Consumers each recruit three
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nationally representative samples every month. It is important to test whether these
data capture what we infer them to be capturing.
In these analyses, I investigate the state-of-the-art measure of inflation expecta-

tions. In 2013, the Federal Reserve Bank of NewYork initiated a Survey of Consumer
Expectations (henceforth SCE). Its inflation expectations module was informed by a
series of experiments devised by a team of economists and psychologists. The litera-
ture suggests that the inflation expectations measures it delivers are more meaningful
than data returned by another widely used data source, the Michigan Survey of Con-
sumers (for a summary, see de Bruin and Fischhoff 2017). Today, the Federal Reserve
Bank of NewYork publishes as its headline metric of inflation expectations a measure
inferred from the SCE’s density forecasts.
Here, I test the inflation expectations returned by the SCE’s density forecast pro-

cedure against a basic criterion: do they accurately capture respondents’ beliefs re-
garding the direction of inflation? This criterion was suggested by the data; as well as
eliciting density forecasts, the SCE asks respondents by a verbal procedure whether
there will be inflation or deflation. Although the literature focuses on how large infla-
tion is expected to be, there are advantages to using this directional criterion. First, it
is impossible to accurately forecast inflation without also accurately forecasting the
direction of inflation. So, if a procedure fails to capture a respondent’s directional
beliefs, then it could not possibly capture more precise measures of that respondent’s
beliefs. Second, deflationary expectations are especially important because they have
a self-fulfilling character; if consumers expect prices to fall, then they will tend to de-
fer consumption to avail of lower future prices, thereby reducing aggregate demand
(Krugman 1998). In short, the question of whether a procedure accurately captures a
respondent’s directional beliefs is fundamental.
The SCE data also offer an unambiguous test of which of the density forecast and

the verbal procedure more accurately captures respondents’ beliefs. Each respondent
to the SCE is quizzed on their numerical ability. Clearly, the density forecast proce-
dure requires numerical ability–in order to answer it meaningfully, a respondent must
translate their inflationary beliefs into percentages. The verbal procedure does not re-
quire anything approaching the same level of numerical ability–it simply asks will
there be inflation or deflation. My hypothesis is that respondents who are identified
by the SCE data as low in numeracy will be more likely to deliver density forecasts
that contradict their verbal reports than respondents who are higher in numeracy. I
find strong support for this hypothesis. The only circumstance in which these results
could be reconciled with the density forecast procedure delivering a more accurate
measure of inflationary beliefs than the verbal procedure is if the following two con-
ditions hold. First, low numeracy respondents would have to perform better on a com-
plex numerical task than on a simpler verbal task; they would have to do a better job
of answering 10 questions that sought the percentage chance that inflation/deflation
would fall within some numerical range than they did at answering the verbal ques-
tion “will there be inflation or deflation?” Second, lower numeracy respondents would
have to be more likely than higher numeracy respondents to report percentages that
were more meaningful than their verbal responses. Since it is implausible that these
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conditions could hold, we must conclude that the density forecast procedure captures
beliefs less accurately than the verbal procedure.
The current research speaks to any research that uses survey measures of inflation

expectations. It clarifies that the current state-of-the-art measure of inflation expecta-
tions systematically misrepresents the public’s beliefs. Moreover, it documents that
this misrepresentation is heterogeneous. Groups who are low in numeracy (e.g., the
less educated) are especially unlikely to have their beliefs represented. These results
inform a fundamental question, that is, whether inflation expectations matter (Rudd
2022). To the extent that current survey measures systematically misrepresent the
population’s inflation expectations, we would not expect those measures to strongly
predict consumption and savings behavior. I conclude with suggestions of how we
might obtain measures that more accurately capture the public’s beliefs.

1. BACKGROUND

An influential paper by Manski (2004) highlighted the value of collecting survey
measures of expectations. Although expectations data had been collected for decades
through the Michigan Survey of Consumers, that survey does not elicit expectations
as precisely as it could. For instance, in its inflation expectations module, the Michi-
gan Survey asks respondents for a point estimate of price changes. Manski (2004) and
Dominitz and Manski (2004) proposed collecting data on macroeconomic expecta-
tions by asking respondents for the probability that outcomeswould fall in some given
range. This proposal gave rise to the density forecast procedure. In 2011, Manski and
coauthors reported the properties of the data returned by a density forecast procedure,
which elicited inflation expectations as subjective probabilities (De Bruin et al. 2011).
Unlike the Michigan procedure, the density forecast procedure gives measures of a
respondent’s uncertainty regarding inflation. Recent research has highlighted that this
contribution is especially important because, in the absence of any explicit question
about their uncertainty, respondents to the Michigan survey signal their uncertainty
by reporting round numbers (Binder 2017). Additionally, the Michigan data lack face
validity; about half of responses to its point estimate question indicate inflation ex-
pectations in excess of 5%, which has been questioned as implausibly high (de Bruin
and Fischhoff 2017).
In 2013, the SCE was launched and it employed the density forecast procedure as

its headline measure of inflation expectations. The SCE’s inflation expectations den-
sity forecast procedure is depicted in Figure 1. A series of questions ask respondents
to assign probabilities to various ranges of inflation/deflation.
The specifics of the density forecast procedure employed in the SCE mean that it

gives more precise data than the Michigan measure. For instance, the Michigan ques-
tion asks about “prices in general,” whereas the density forecast asks about “infla-
tion.” In an experiment, De Bruin et al. (2012) compared expectations of “inflation”
against expectations of “prices in general” and found greater dispersal of forecasts
by the “prices” question. de Bruin et al. (2017) tested whether inflation forecasts
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Fig 1. A Screenshot of the Density Forecast Questions from the SCE.

differ when collected by phone (as the Michigan survey does) versus when collected
by online survey (as the SCE does). That work found greater dispersal of inflation
forecasts collected by phone. In short, the density forecast procedure employed by
the SCE appears to represent the most precise data regarding inflation expectations
currently collected, at least in the United States.
Yet, both the Michigan question and the density forecast procedure seem vulner-

able to mismeasuring beliefs. Both rely on respondents translating their likelihood
beliefs onto a percentage scale, which many people are incapable of doing. When
a representative sample of the U.S. population was asked to convert the natural fre-
quency 20 out of 100 to a percentage, 28% could not (Kahan et al. 2012).
The economics literature is cognizant of reporting errors because they show up

when data are aggregated, for example, because clusters emerge at round numbers
(e.g., Hurd 2009, Manski and Molinari 2010). But dealing with reporting errors at
the level of individual observations is fraught with assumptions and trade-offs. For
instance, some respondents report 50% to indicate “I have no idea” (Fischhoff and
de Bruin, 1999; Hurd 2009). Since it is usually impossible to distinguish uninfor-
mative round numbers from meaningful responses, researchers are often faced with
admitting pure noise into their analysis or dropping signal from their data.
A handful of recent papers have delivered insight on respondents’ beliefs by mov-

ing beyond a face-value interpretation of survey reports. For instance, in theMichigan
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data, a face-value interpretation of a response of 5% is that this respondent’s best es-
timate of inflation is 5%. Binder (2017) observes that some respondents report 5%
(and other round numbers) as a means to convey that they lack confidence in their
forecast.
In the domain of survival beliefs, knowledge of a reporting bias was used to ex-

tract a greater signal from respondents’ stated beliefs. Comerford (2021) shows that
respondents to the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing (ELSA) systematically mis-
report their survival forecasts such that their reports are closer to 50% than their be-
liefs. This reporting bias explains a number of previous results that had been wrongly
interpreted as biases of beliefs. Moreover, model specifications that included parame-
ters to account for the reporting bias (e.g., a quadratic term and a rank term) improved
the predictive power of respondents’ forecasts relative to a face-value specification.
These results exemplify a general insight: identification of reporting bias in existing
survey data can improve inference and forecasting.
There is reason to suspect reporting bias in density forecasts of inflation. Comer-

ford and Robinson (2017) used a density forecast to elicit survival beliefs and found
that 12% of respondents reported higher probabilities of living to an older age than
to some younger age. These errors are transparently illogical in the context of sur-
vival beliefs because it is impossible to live to an older age without also living to
some younger age. In the context of inflation forecasts, however, there is no way of
knowing which data manifest mistakes of this type. As a result, meaningless density
forecasts will contaminate the data.
Additionally, there is reason to suspect that meaningless responses will give rise to

bias. The first likelihood belief that the density forecast procedure asks respondents
to report is that inflation will be 12% or more (Figure 1). If respondents who mean
to indicate “I have no idea” respond using 50%, then they imply a 50% chance of
extremely high inflation and sowould be expected to add positive bias to the aggregate
measure of inflation expectations.
A separate concern is that a respondent who finds the density forecast procedure

too taxing may simply skip it. If such respondents have beliefs about inflation that
differ from those of the rest of the population, then the aggregate data returned by
the density forecast procedure will no longer provide a representative snapshot of the
population’s inflation expectations.
In sum, there are two sources of bias that might result from the response burden

imposed on respondents by the density forecast procedure. The first is selective nonre-
sponse. The second is biased response. These biases would cause the SCE’s inflation
expectations measure to give a distorted impression of the inflation expectations that
the U.S. public brings to bear on their spending and savings decisions.
Additionally, the forecast density procedure imposes a burden of responsibility

on survey administrators. Assumptions must be made and choices taken when esti-
mating a density forecast from respondents’ reported probabilities and when sum-
marizing respondents’ forecast densities in a headline metric. For instance, the sum-
mary measure of inflation expectations reported on the SCE’s website is the median
of the mean of respondents’ density forecasts (Armantier et al. 2017) but plausible
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6 : MONEY, CREDIT AND BANKING

alternatives exist, for example, the mean of the means; the mode of the medians; and
various nonparametric measures of central tendency.
Note that the verbal procedure asked in the SCE is less vulnerable than the density

forecast procedure on each of these fronts. In order to meaningfully answer the verbal
question, the respondent needs to understand the terms “inflation,” “deflation,” and to
have some expectation regarding inflation for the coming year. In order to meaning-
fully answer the density forecast procedure, all of these same conditions must be met
as well as the condition that the respondent canmeaningfully translate their likelihood
beliefs onto a percentage scale. Additionally, the verbal question has the advantage
that it elicits from respondents a single, unambiguous response, whereas the density
forecast procedure requires survey administrators to interpret respondents’ forecasts.

1.1 Empirical Strategy

If two procedures are accurately measuring the same belief, then they should corre-
late perfectly. The key outcome in this paper is discrepancies across procedures. The
first hypothesis tested in these data is that discrepancies are predicted by the SCE’s
measure of respondent numeracy.
A separate question concerns how representative of the population’s beliefs are the

measures returned by the density function? A second hypothesis is that numeracy will
predict nonresponse to the density forecast procedure.
Then, follow a set of exploratory analysis to assess whether meaningless response

and nonresponse distort the aggregate forecasts reported by the SCE.
The first question concerns selection on beliefs, that is, do the beliefs of nonre-

spondents to the density forecast procedure differ from the beliefs of respondents?
I can conduct this test because the verbal question gives a measure of beliefs from
both groups. For robustness, I supplement this test with data from the Michigan Sur-
vey of Consumers, which also asks respondents for a directional forecast but does so
without employing the technical terms “inflation” and “deflation.” It simply asks the
respondent whether they expect prices to go up or down.
I then test for variation in response rates over time. We might expect nonresponse

to be greater when uncertainty is greater. The SCE data return a respondent-specific
uncertainty measure–the interquartile range (IQR) from respondents’ density fore-
casts. In periods where respondents feel confident that they can predict inflation with
a high degree of precision, they will return density forecasts with the mass of proba-
bilities assigned to a narrow range of inflationary outcomes, resulting in a small IQR.
In periods of high uncertainty, respondents will distribute their probabilities across a
wider range of outcomes and the IQR will be larger. If biases are especially preva-
lent at times of high uncertainty, we would expect a positive correlation between
measures of bias (e.g., contradictions; nonresponse) and the mean IQR returned by
respondents.
I close by considering the bias induced by meaningless responses to the den-

sity forecast procedure. My approach in this analysis is to test the effect on ag-
gregate forecasts of dropping from the sample those responses where there were
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DAVID A. COMERFORD : 7

unambiguous contradictions across a respondent’s density forecast and their verbal
report. I define an unambiguous contradiction as one where there is no parametric
measure of central tendency that matches the directional forecast delivered by the
verbal response, that is, a respondent is categorized as delivering a meaningless den-
sity function if the mean, median, and mode of their forecast density are of a different
sign than their verbal report.
A typology of the three possible permutations of contradictions is useful for think-

ing through the consequences of dropping these unambiguous contradictions. The
first type of contradiction is caused by respondents who gave meaningless answers
to both formats, for example, because they do not understand the terms “inflation”
and “deflation.” By definition, these respondents do not know what they are talking
about and so are simply adding noise. Dropping them from the data must increase
the signal-to-noise ratio. The second type of contradiction results from respondents
who gave a meaningful response to the verbal question but not to the density forecast
procedure. By definition, their density forecasts imply the opposite direction of fore-
cast from their inflation beliefs. Again, dropping these respondents will only improve
the signal-to-noise ratio. The third type concerns individuals whose density forecasts
are meaningful but whose verbal responses are meaningless. By definition, any indi-
vidual who made this type of contradiction invested effort in answering the density
forecast procedure and so demonstrated themselves to be engaged respondent. That
they contradicted their density forecast implies that–despite their engagement–they
made some random error when answering the simple verbal question, for example,
they happened to click the wrong button by mistake. Given that these errors hap-
pened at random, dropping such respondents from the sample is equivalent to drop-
ping observations at random throughout the distribution of meaningful responses. It
will dilute the proportion of meaningful density forecasts in the data and so will re-
duce the signal-to-noise ratio in any given wave. There are two reasons to infer that
this type of contradiction is rare. First, a prerequisite for it occurring is that a respon-
dent meaningfully answered each of the 10 cognitively taxing questions that form the
density forecast procedure but failed to meaningfully answer a far more straightfor-
ward verbal question. That particular pattern of response would be expected to occur
only very rarely. Second, this third type of contradiction is inconsistent with the re-
sult that contradictions are negatively predicted by respondent numeracy. As such,
this third type constitutes a small minority of observed contradictions. In expectation
then, dropping any given contradictory response from the sample would have a posi-
tive impact on the signal-to-noise ratio in any given wave of data collection. Also, be-
cause there is no reason to expect a respondent to be more likely to click on the wrong
button in one wave of data collection than in any other, mistaken clicks in response
to the verbal question could not account for the time variation in bias. In what fol-
lows, therefore, I refer to the data in which contradictions are dropped as signal-rich
data.
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1.2 Empirics

1.2.1 Data. The data come from the SCE between June 2013 and November 2020.1

The SCE elicits responses from a representative sample of approximately 1,300 U.S.
residents in an online survey each month.
The SCE helps respondents construct their density forecast. It reminds respon-

dents that percentages “can range from 0 to 100, where 0 means there is absolutely
no chance, and 100 means that it is absolutely certain” and offers some additional
verbal descriptions of specific numerical percentages and ranges: for example, “83
percent or so may mean a ‘very good chance’.” Also, an automated process embed-
ded within the web survey ensures that respondents deliver responses that sum to
100 exactly. From the reported probabilities, the SCE parametrically estimates the
underlying forecast density function (for details, see section 5.2 of Armantier et al.
2017).
As well as the density forecast, I use the verbal question that opens the SCE’s

module on inflation expectations. It reads “Over the next 12 months, do you think
that there will be inflation or deflation? (Note: deflation is the opposite of inflation)”
and is answered with either “inflation” or “deflation.”2 The final measure I use is a
binary variable in the SCE data that categorizes respondents as either low/not low
in numeracy. This categorization was made by the SCE data administrators on the
basis of respondents’ answers to a series of math questions (sample item QNUM5:
If the chance of getting a disease is 10%, how many people out of 1,000 would be
expected to get the disease?). Cumulatively, my data comprise 117,832 individual-
level observations across 90 waves of data collection.

2. RESULTS

This analysis focuses on forecasts of inflation for the coming 12 months; I con-
sider longer-term expectations in a robustness test. Each respondent provides two
data points regarding their belief as to whether there will be inflation or deflation
over the coming 12 months. The first is a verbal measure which takes a value of 1
if the respondent answered “inflation” and takes a value of zero otherwise. The sec-
ond is the density forecast summary measure recorded by the SCE–the mean of their
density function. My outcome of interest is discrepancies across these two measures,
for example, a respondent answers the verbal question with “deflation” but the SCE
records them as having indicated “inflation” because the mean of their density fore-
cast was positive.

1. Source: Survey of Consumer Expectations, © 2013–2020 Federal Reserve Bank of New York
(FRBNY). The SCE data are available without charge at https://www.newyorkfed.org/microeconomics/sce
and may be used subject to license terms posted there. FRBNY disclaims any responsibility for this anal-
ysis and interpretation of Survey of Consumer Expectations data.

2. In response to a follow-up question, respondents could indicate 0% inflation.
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DAVID A. COMERFORD : 9

In practice, there is one uninteresting mechanism that would give rise to discrep-
ancies and it is specific to respondents who believe that inflation will be 0%. In an-
swer to the verbal question, these respondents cannot reply “no change,” they must
reply either “deflation” or “inflation.” If they also return a density forecast that is
even slightly noisy, then there is a high chance that they would contradict them-
selves even though the SCE is meaningfully (though imperfectly) capturing their in-
flationary beliefs. A specific example is a respondent who answers “inflation” and
delivers a density forecast with a mean forecast of –0.02%. The SCE data allow me
to identify respondents who believe inflation will be 0% because immediately after
eliciting their verbal forecast it asks respondents to report a point estimate of infla-
tion.3 I drop from the analysis respondents who made point estimates of 0% inflation
and so are at risk of contradicting a potentially meaningful density forecast. These
responses are rare. In total, they come to 662 out of over 117,000. At their most
prevalent, in April of 2020, there are 18 forecasts of 0% out of a total sample of
1,300.
Figure 2 depicts the proportion of low numeracy respondents (27.7% of the sample,

top panel) and other respondents (the remaining 72.3%, bottom panel), indicating
inflation by each procedure. For respondents low in numeracy, the correlation across
procedures is far from perfect (r= 0.47). For the rest of the sample, the correlation is
significantly higher than it was for the low numeracy group (z = 35.84, p < 0.001),
but it is still less than perfect (r = 0.63).

The chief source of discrepancy is that individual respondents contradict them-
selves. Of those who answered both procedures, 6.1% indicated inflation by one and
deflation by the other. Three thousand four hundred and ninety-two respondents, or
33.4% of those who answered “deflation,” returned density forecasts that had a pos-
itive mean. Five thousand five hundred and forty-four respondents, or 5.2% of those
who answered “inflation” implied deflation by their density forecasts. Removing self-
contradicting respondents from the sample raises the correlation coefficient from r=
0.61 to r = 1.
The remaining source of discrepancy across procedures is differential rates of re-

sponse.Whereas fewer than two in a thousand respondents failed to answer the verbal
question, more than 10 times as many (2.2% of the sample) failed to respond to the
density forecast procedure over these 90 waves of data. Restricting the sample to
those who answered by both procedures raises the correlation coefficient from r =
0.57 to r = 0.61.
Both sources of discrepancy are predicted by numeracy. Among those identified as

low in numeracy, 4.5% failed to answer the density forecast questions compared with
1.3% of the rest of the sample (z = 22.12, p < 0.001). Low numeracy respondents
were over twice as likely as other respondents to deliver density forecasts that con-
tradicted their verbal responses (low numeracy = 11.0% vs. rest of sample = 4.3%).

3. The question is worded as: “What do you expect the rate of [inflation (if Q8v2=inflation)/deflation
(if Q8v2=deflation)] to be over the next 12 months? Please give your best guess.”
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Fig 2. Proportion Low Numeracy (top) and Remaining Respondents (bottom) Forecasting Inflation by the Verbal Proce-
dure and by the Density Forecast Procedure.

Being low in numeracy is a highly significant predictor of contradicting oneself (z =
40.11, p < 0.001).

2.1 Robustness Checks and Exploratory Analyses

I opened these analyses by observing that respondents who predict precisely zero
inflation might deliver contradictions that are nondistortionary. A related point is
that some respondents might deliver contradictions that are relatively harmless be-
cause they imply only low levels of inflation or deflation. Of those who contradicted
themselves, over half delivered forecast densities that implied inflation or deflation
of greater than 1%. Over 2% of the total sample answered that they expected price
changes to move in one direction but returned forecast densities that implied a larger
than 2% price change in the opposite direction. The next section further investigates
the scale of the distortions induced by nonresponse and reporting bias but for now, it
suffices to say that these sources of bias present a nontrivial threat to data quality.
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DAVID A. COMERFORD : 11

The above analysis focused on the mean of the density forecast because that is
the headline measure reported by the SCE. In their daily lives, some people might
make decisions with reference to the mean of their distribution, others might draw
on the median and others might draw on something else. Whereas the SCE has to
make an assumption about which measure of central tendency respondents use, the
verbal question vests this judgment with the respondent. Consider a respondent who
delivers a forecast density with a mean that implies inflation and a median that im-
plies deflation. In any such case, the SCE assumes the mean to be the valid measure
(Armantier et al. 2017). But the verbal question resolves any such conflict by simply
asking the respondent what they meant: inflation or deflation? I conclude that, when
the mean and median conflict, we should refer to the direction indicated by the ver-
bal question. Some of those 6.1% of responses that appeared contradictory might be
reconciled by this mechanism. To quantify this, I consider two additional measures
of central tendency–the parametric median and the mode.4 A respondent is coded as
making an unambiguous contradiction if the mean, median, and mode of their den-
sity forecast are all contrary to their answer to the verbal question. Unambiguous
contradictions were made in 4.0% of the ca. 117,000 responses to the SCE. I use
the term ambiguous contradictions to describe the set of remaining contradictions,
2.1% of the total sample. This set comprises two discrete subsets of contradictions
made by two distinct types of respondent. One subset contains meaningless density
forecasts and these will predominantly be made by low numeracy respondents. The
other contains technical contradictions that derive from the SCE’s reliance on the
mean as opposed to other measures of central tendency that respondents use. The
type of respondent who manifests a technical contradiction is someone who can for-
mulate a meaningful density forecast. Since numerical ability is a prerequisite for
returning a meaningful density forecast, these technical contradictions will predom-
inantly be made by high numeracy respondents. The testable implications are that
(1) being low in numeracy is a positive predictor of making unambiguous contradic-
tions and (2) being low in numeracy is an increasingly negative predictor of mak-
ing ambiguous contradictions as the proportion of technical contradictions in the
set of ambiguous contradictions approaches 1, that is, if all ambiguous contradic-
tions were explained by the fact that respondents return meaningful density forecasts
from which the SCE wrongly infers the mean as the crucial measure of central ten-
dency, then we would see low numeracy negatively predicting ambiguous contradic-
tions. Unambiguous contradictions are positively predicted by low numeracy (odds
ratio: 3.06, 95% CI: 2.89–3.26). Ambiguous contradictions are also positively pre-
dicted by low numeracy, but significantly less so than unambiguous contradictions
(odds ratio: 1.89, 95% CI: 1.75–2.06). Though they are less predicted by numeracy
than unambiguous contradictions, the fact remains that ambiguous contradictions are
about twice as likely to be committed by those low in numeracy than those higher

4. There are also many nonparametric measures of central tendency that could conceivably be what
respondents draw on when making their inflation-relevant decisions.
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12 : MONEY, CREDIT AND BANKING

in numeracy. This result implies that a substantial proportion of ambiguous contra-
dictions are a symptom of low numeracy respondents returning meaningless density
forecasts.
The data offer additional opportunities to test if difficulties working with percent-

ages are what is driving the observed results. For instance, we would expect to see that
contradictions are similarly commonplace when respondents are asked by the den-
sity forecast procedure about other outcomes, for example, inflation over the coming
3 years, inflation in their own earnings, and house price inflation. We should also
see that contradictions are again concentrated among those identified as low in nu-
meracy. This analysis is preregistered5 and it concerns data that I had not yet down-
loaded at the time of preregistration. Hence, it looks only at data collected after 2016
(and again drops respondents who forecast precisely 0% inflation). Among these re-
sponses, 7.1% contradict their forecasts of inflation over the next 36 months, 5.7%
contradict forecasts of their own future earnings, and 7.6% contradict their forecasts
of house price inflation.6 As predicted, contradictions are concentrated among low nu-
meracy respondents, 12.1% of whom contradicted their long-term inflation forecasts,
9.8% ofwhom contradicted their earnings forecasts, and 10.8% ofwhom contradicted
their house price inflation forecasts.
Digging into the data gives some clues as to which response processes lead less nu-

merate respondents to deliver biased density forecasts. Recall that respondents often
express “I have no idea” by answering 50% (Fischhoff and de Bruin, 1999). When
answering the first question of the density forecast procedure, 1.8% of responses were
precisely 50%. Some of these responses may be sincere expressions of belief, but two
results suggest that many were not. First, the question asks about extremely high in-
flation, 12% or more. Second, answers of 50% were over three times as likely among
low numeracy respondents (odds ratio = 3.22, z = 25.18, p < 0.001).

Drilling down into the numeracy measure gives further insight into the mechanism.
I ran a logistic regression of contradictions on the seven numeracy items (coded 1 if
correct, 0 otherwise).7 There are two numeracy items that ask respondents to translate
natural frequencies into percentages or vice versa, QNUM3 and QNUM5. QNUM3
was answered correctly by 81%, and QNUM5 was answered correctly by 88% of
the sample. The logistic regression shows that getting QNUM3 incorrect increases
the likelihood of contradicting the direction of one’s 12-month forecast by 32% (z

5. Preregistered hypotheses and data coding here: https://aspredicted.org/3ix86.pdf

6. We should be careful not to read much into the variation in contradictions across outcomes. The
samples differ. One reason for this is because I drop respondents who forecast precisely zero inflation in
each outcome. A second is because of the SCE’s design: only certain respondents are asked about house
price inflation and only employed respondents are asked about earnings inflation.

7. Up to March 2015, only five numeracy questions were asked of respondents. This analysis is re-
stricted to data collected after 2017 and so considers all seven numeracy items. Respondents typically
completed more than one wave of data collection but were asked the numeracy questions in only one wave
of data collection. These analyses consider forecasts from the wave in which the respondent completed
numeracy measures (n = 7,283).
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DAVID A. COMERFORD : 13

= 2.83, p = 0.005) and that getting QNUM5 incorrect independently increases the
likelihood of contradicting by 39% (z = 2.99, p = 0.003).

The strongest independent predictor of contradictions among the numeracy ques-
tions, however, is a question that measures something over and above an ability to
work with percentages; QNUM2, on compound interest, appears to measure cogni-
tive reflection. The question reads: “Let’s say you have $200 in a savings account.
The account earns ten per cent interest per year. Interest accrues at each anniversary
of the account. If you never withdraw money or interest payments, how much will
you have in the account at the end of two years?” Whereas the other questions deliv-
ered unimodal responses, answers to this question clustered at two responses: 25% of
respondents answered $240 and 50% answered $242. Each of these responses demon-
strates an ability to work with percentages. The correct answer of $242 additionally
demonstrates something akin to cognitive reflection, which is defined as “the ten-
dency to check and detect intuitive errors” (Sinayev and Peters 2015). Respondents
who got this question incorrect were 66% more likely to contradict themselves, over
and above the contribution of any other numeracy question (z = 5.63, p < 0.001).
Restricting the sample to just those who answered $240 or $242, answering with
the intuitive though incorrect $240 more than doubles the likelihood of contradict-
ing one’s directional forecast relative to answering $242 (n = 5,578, z = 7.34, p <

0.001). In other words, among people who were manifestly capable of calculating
percentages, contradictions were predominantly made by those who failed to engage
in cognitive reflection.
Cognitive reflection requires cognitive resources. To the extent that it is cognitively

taxing to simulate uncertain outcomes, this cognitive reflection mechanism predicts
a higher rate of contradictions when respondents are reporting their expectations re-
garding uncertain outcomes.We can test this prediction because we have ameasure of
uncertainty: the IQRs of respondents’ density forecasts. This suggestion is supported
both at the level of the individual respondent and at the level of the survey wave.
A logistic regression finds that individuals whose IQRs are higher are more likely to
contradict their 12-month inflation forecasts (z= 69.25, p< 0.001), though this result
is also consistent with a tendency for meaningless density forecasts to have especially
high IQRs. More persuasive support of this prediction is that there is a positive cor-
relation between the mean IQRs from noncontradicting respondents in a given wave
and the prevalence of unambiguous contradictions in that same wave, r = 0.29 (p =
0.005).8

8. I thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting a normative explanation for why contradictions
would be more prevalent when uncertainty is high: some respondents might foresee two paths that are
similarly likely—an inflationary path and a deflationary path. These respondents could use their density
forecasts to indicate their bimodal beliefs but could not express those complex beliefs by the simple verbal
question. All it would take for their density forecast to contradict the answer they give when forced to call
“inflation” or “deflation” is that their inflationary beliefs are inadequately captured by the mean of the den-
sity forecast procedure (e.g., Ryngaert, 2021). To reduce the influence of such cases, this analysis focuses
on unambiguous contradictions, that is, cases in which all of the mean, median, and mode contradict the
respondent’s verbal forecast.
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14 : MONEY, CREDIT AND BANKING

2.2 Error or Bias?

The goal of this section is to get an indication of the direction and scale of distortion
to aggregate inflation expectations returned by density forecasts. It is helpful to keep
in mind that when I speak of distortions here I am referring to distorted measures
of beliefs. To clarify, these analyses are unconcerned with whether respondents hold
accurate beliefs. The accuracy of beliefs is an independent question that is beyond
the scope of these analyses. The questions of interest here are by how much and in
what direction does the SCE data misrepresent the inflation expectations of the U.S.
population?
An additional goal is to assess whether distortions are stable over time. If they

are stable over time, then they might be corrected via a straightforward calibration
procedure. If the data show a bias that is varying over time, then the aggregate inflation
forecasts broadcast by the SCE are confounded.
The results that follow are descriptive statistics. Where regression results are re-

ported, they derive from the simplest model specifications, that is, they include no
covariates or wave dummies.

2.3 Selection on Beliefs

The data show that respondents who failed to respond to the density forecast proce-
dure were over twice as likely as the rest of the sample to answer the verbal question
with “deflation” (z = 22.10, p < 0.001).9 Twenty percent of them answered “defla-
tion” compared with 8.7% of the sample who delivered density forecasts. Caution
should be taken interpreting this result. There may be some respondents who an-
swered the verbal question despite not understanding what the terms “deflation” and
“inflation” mean. But a result from an independent data set supports the inference
that nonrespondents are more likely than respondents to believe that prices will fall.
TheMichigan survey avoids the technical terms “inflation” and “deflation.” Instead, it
asks whether prices in general will go up over the coming 12months, go down, or stay
the same. The category of respondent who is least likely to answer the density forecast
procedure in the SCE is the same category of respondent who is most likely to answer
the Michigan survey by saying that prices in general will go down. That category of
respondent is one whose education ended at high school. Binary logistic regressions
on having no higher than a high school level of education show that over the pe-
riod June 2013–December 2019 these least educated respondents were over twice as
likely as other respondents to leave the density forecast procedure unanswered (SCE
data: n = 103,558, odds ratio = 2.05, z = 10.22, p <0.001) and were 66% more
likely than other respondents to answer that prices would go “down” (Michigan data:
n = 44,146, z = 3.53, p < 0.001). I conclude that the forecasts reported by the SCE
underestimate the prevalence of deflationary beliefs in the population.

9. For this specific analysis, I revert to using the full sample. Since I am no longer concerned with con-
tradictions, the analysis is untroubled by including the 662 respondents who forecast exactly 0% inflation.
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DAVID A. COMERFORD : 15

2.4 Time-Variation in Nonresponse

The rates of nonresponse to the verbal question are small and constant over time. In
the first wave of data collection, 14 out of the 1,253 people recruited failed to answer
the verbal question. Although low, this rate of nonresponse was significantly higher
than in any subsequent wave (z = 8.25, p = 0.001), which may indicate respondent
learning (see also Kim and Binder, 2020) or may be explained by some amendment to
the survey instrument. The highest rate of nonresponse thereafter was six respondents
out of 1,330 in June of 2019. In 27 of the 90 waves, every respondent answered the
verbal question.
The response rate to the density forecast procedure shows a markedly different

pattern. Nonresponse ranges from 1.5% of the sample in August 2018 to 3.6% of the
sample in March of 2020.
Nonresponse to the density forecast is greater when uncertainty is greater. There is

a positive correlation between the frequency of nonresponse and the mean IQR from
respondents’ density forecasts in a given wave (r = 0.19, p = 0.072).

The degree to which nonresponse to the density forecast procedure is explained
by respondent beliefs and characteristics changes over time. In most waves of data
collection, answering “deflation” to the verbal question is a strong positive predictor
of nonresponse, for example, October 2020 (n= 1,192, t= 3.32, p= 0.001). But in a
fewwaves, it is nonsignificant, for example, its sign turns negative in September 2019
(n = 1,319, t = 0.74, p = 0.458). Similarly, in most waves, numeracy is a significant
positive predictor of responding to the density forecast procedure but its predictive
power varies a lot, and in April 2014, its sign turns negative (n = 1,214, z = 0.15, p
= 0.884).

To summarize, the density forecast procedure that underpins the inflation forecasts
reported by the SCE manifests considerable and time-varying nonresponse. More-
over, another inflation measure collected as part of the SCE–the verbal question–
suffers none of these deficiencies because it consistently shows trivial rates of nonre-
sponse.

2.5 Distortions Induced by Meaningless Responses

The previous analysis answered the question: are the aggregate inflation expecta-
tions delivered by the density forecast procedure representative of the beliefs of the
U.S. population? The current question is whether the density forecast procedure gives
a biased measure of respondents’ own beliefs.
The most recent wave of the SCE in my data is from November 2020. Exclud-

ing five respondents who gave a point forecast of precisely zero inflation, it returned
density forecasts from 1,202 respondents and the median rate of inflation forecast by
those density forecasts was 2.83%. In that wave of data, 62 respondents made un-
ambiguous contradictions, that is, their density forecast delivered three measures of
central tendency–mean, median, and mode–that all contradicted their verbal report.
The remaining 1,140 respondents were consistent in the direction of their verbal an-
swers and at least one of the mean, median, or mode of their density forecasts. The
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16 : MONEY, CREDIT AND BANKING

signal-rich data from just these 1,140 respondents deliver a median rate of inflation
forecast that is 5% higher, at 2.98%.
Repeating this exercise for each wave of data shows three important results. The

distortion induced by unambiguous contradictions varies in magnitude over time. In
13 of the 90 waves, error is zero. In the remaining 77 waves, the error is negative.
In 71 out of the 90 waves, the raw data show an expected inflation rate at least 0.1
percentage points lower than the signal-rich data.
The correlation between mean IQRs from the full sample and the scale of bias is

nonsignificant, r = 0.10; p = 0.348. This implies that the bias in reported inflation
beliefs is unpredictable.
The foregoing suggests that bias in density forecast is large and time-varying. Con-

sider, for instance, that over the month August 2015, the median of the mean rate of
inflation forecast decreased to 2.8% from 3.0% in July. It would be natural to in-
terpret this reduction as implying that over this month the public’s expectations of
inflation decreased. But the equivalent measure from the signal-rich data implies no
such decrease–they remain steady at 3.0% throughout. The implication is that the
density forecast data on inflation expectations are not a reliable indicator of whether
respondents’ inflation expectations are increasing or decreasing over time.
The analysis reported above corrects for just one egregious symptom of bias–

unambiguously contradictory forecasts made by a respondent at a moment in time. It
will do nothing to treat meaningless density forecasts that are in a direction consistent
with verbal reports, since I cannot identify these. The point of the analysis above is
not to recover the uncontaminated truth regarding respondents’ inflation beliefs. That
would be impossible with the current data. Rather, it is to describe and quantify the
distortion induced by one form of bias. Doing so indicates that a face-value interpre-
tation of published data on a leading measure of inflation beliefs can be misleading.

3. DISCUSSION

This research investigated whether the inflation expectations returned by the state-
of-the-art density forecast procedure capture the population’s beliefs. My analyses
demonstrate two sources of bias: selective nonresponse and reporting bias.
How are we to reconcile these results with the experiments that recommended

using density forecasts to elicit inflation expectations (see de Bruin and Fischhoff
2017)? The introduction offered one explanation: this study tested density forecasts
against a directional criterion, whereas the previous literature did not. A second ex-
planation is that the SCE was competing against an incumbent; the Michigan Sur-
vey of Consumers has been collecting inflation expectations since 1978. Experiments
conducted in developing the SCE took the Michigan procedure as a benchmark, for
example, by comparing the Michigan survey’s phone response against online data
collection; by comparing the Michigan survey’s questions about “prices in general”
against questions about “inflation” (de Bruin and Fischhoff 2017). The authors of
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DAVID A. COMERFORD : 17

these experiments concluded that SCE’s density forecast procedure is superior to the
Michigan procedure. The current research does not call that conclusion into question.
It simply adds that the SCE’s forecast density procedure is itself delivering substan-
tively biased data, even if that data are more precise than the data returned by the
Michigan survey.
With that in mind, it is worth taking a step back to consider what it is that we seek

to measure with population-wide surveys of expectations. We can think of two in-
dependent goals. One is to measure the expectations that the public bring to bear on
their economic decisions. A second is to harness private information held by the pop-
ulation to predict future inflation. Each requires different properties. When it comes
to capturing the population’s expectations, the verbal question asked by the SCE has
good properties that the density forecast measure lacks. The verbal question success-
fully returns responses from all but a trivial number of respondents, which satisfies
the necessary condition of giving a population overview from a representative sam-
ple. It also avoids one major source of mismeasurement–a widespread inability to
articulate beliefs on a percentage scale.
On the second goal–predicting future inflation–the current analysis suggests that

neither the verbal question nor the density forecast procedure is adequate. The density
forecast procedure is inadequate because a substantial proportion of respondents fail
to translate their beliefs onto a percentage scale accurately. Moreover, their attempts
to translate their beliefs onto a percentage scale result in response bias. The verbal
question included in the SCE is also ill-suited to serve as a forecasting tool because it
is insensitive to the magnitude of expected inflation. The verbal question would only
capture that subset of changes in expectations that shift respondents from forecasting
inflation to deflation or vice versa. For example, any respondents who forecast 1% in-
flation in May and 5% inflation in June would be coded as having stable expectations
over the period May–June even though they have substantially updated their forecast.
There is anothermeasure of inflation expectations collected by the SCE eachmonth

that is beyond the scope of this analysis but that may prove useful for forecasting. It
is the follow-up to the verbal question and it asks respondents for a point estimate of
the scale of inflation or deflation that they expect. Unlike the verbal question itself,
this question would be expected to capture a month-on-month change in beliefs re-
garding the scale of future inflation. Like the density forecast measure, however, it
asks respondents to answer with a percentage and so is vulnerable to distortion from
respondents’ inability to express their beliefs on a percentage scale.
The current research has not sought to investigate the forecasting properties of the

various survey measures of inflation expectations. That seems an important question
for future research. As well as testing the point estimate forecasts alluded to in the
previous paragraph, it would be interesting to test the forecasting accuracy of the
signal-rich data that derive from dropping contradictions across the verbal and fore-
cast density measures.
Of course, when it comes to the task of predicting future inflation, there are alter-

natives to surveys of the general population. The Survey of Professional Forecasters
might better serve that goal, although it should be noted that even these professional
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18 : MONEY, CREDIT AND BANKING

forecasters have been documented to deliver error-prone density forecasts (Clements
2010).
There are a number of conclusions that might be mistakenly inferred from the

current research. First, these analyses do not imply that surveys of the expectations
held by the general public are useless. As noted in the introduction, there is a re-
vealed preference for survey measures of the population’s expectations and people
are willing to pay for the data they generate. Moreover, such data have been shown
to have unique predictive power. Over and above contemporaneous economic indi-
cators, the forecasts returned by random U.S. households for the Michigan Survey
of Consumers and the Conference Board predict household spending a year hence
(Ludvigson 2004). It is noteworthy that the survey data that delivers this predictive
power were in every case answers to verbal measures. For instance, in the Conference
Board survey, respondents were asked “Six months from now, do you think there will
be more/ same / fewer jobs available in your area?” It is an open question whether a
survey item that asked respondents to forecast the number of available jobs in their
area or to construct a density forecast of the number of jobs in their area would be
more, less, or equally predictive of household spending. In any case, the Ludvig-
son (2004) result suggests that SCE’s verbal question on inflation expectations might
also be predictive of household economic behavior. Stepping back to the big picture,
the message to take from the current analysis is that existing data from surveys of
the general population are useful and that there is scope to make them even more
so.
Second, it might be inferred that those collecting expectations, data are faced with a

choice between collecting meaningful responses to a less precise directional measure
versus collecting less meaningful responses to a more precise quantitative measure.
It is premature to conclude that we must sacrifice precision for meaning. Recent re-
search suggests a survey question that appears to deliver both meaningful and precise
responses. Comerford (2019) compares the subjective probabilities respondents re-
turned when asked for a percentage chance against those returned when asked for
a natural frequency (e.g., out of every 100, how many…?). Relative to the percent-
age chance responses, the probabilities returned by the natural frequency question
showed greater validity. They were more coherent (i.e., less vulnerable to a framing
effect) and they corresponded better with objective data (i.e., the survival probabilities
reported better matched those returned in mortality tables of the target population).
Perhaps density forecasts would be more meaningful if they were elicited by ques-
tions seeking natural frequencies instead of percentages. Also, the current research
suggests a need for novel methods of eliciting precise and meaningful measures of
inflation expectations.

4. CONCLUSIONS

These analyses demonstrate that a simple directional question asked in the SCE
delivers data that offer a more accurate snapshot of the population’s inflation
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DAVID A. COMERFORD : 19

expectations than the density forecast procedure. This is because the verbal proce-
dure does not suffer nonresponse bias and because is less vulnerable to reporting
bias. These results suggest scope for new and more meaningful measures of expecta-
tions. The current research reinforces de Bruin and Fischhoff’s (2017) conclusion that
knowledge of measurement bias offers low-hanging fruit when it comes to improving
forecast accuracy.
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